Abstract. This paper designs a set of graph operations and proves that starting from G k d , by repeatedly applying these operations, one can construct all graphs G with χc
Introduction
The circular chromatic number (also known as the star chromatic number) of a graph is a natural generalization of the chromatic number of a graph. For a graph G = (V, E), an r-circular coloring f of G is a mapping which maps each vertex x of G to a unit length arc f (x) of C r such that for every edge xy of G, f (x) ∩ f (y) = ∅. The circular chromatic number χ c (G) of G is equal to the infimum of those r for which G has an r-circular coloring. (See [12, 17] for the proof of the equivalence.) We shall use this definition of χ c (G) in this paper. It was shown in [11] (also see [2, 12] for combinatorial proofs) that for finite graphs, the infimum in the definition is always attained, and hence it can be replaced by minimum.
Note that a (k, 1)-coloring of a graph G is just an ordinary k-coloring of G. This implies that χ c (G) ≤ χ(G) for any graph G. On the other hand, it was shown in [2, 11] 
Many questions that have been studied for the chromatic number can be studied in the framework of circular chromatic number. Quite a few classical results concerning the chromatic number of graphs have been generalized to results concerning the circular chromatic number. For example, it was shown in [13] that for any r ≥ 2 there are graphs G of arbitrary large girth and with χ c (G) = r (see [17] for a constructive proof). As a complement to the Four Colour Theorem, it was shown in [7, 15, 16 ] that a rational number r is the circular chromatic number of a non-trivial planar graph if and only if 2 ≤ r ≤ 4.
In this paper, we present an analogue of Hajós' theorem for the circular chromatic number. To be precise, we seek a recursive construction method that constructs all graphs G with χ c (G) ≥ r by following some simple rules. We present such a construction method for any rational r ≥ 3. The problem of finding an analogue of Hajós' theorem for the circular chromatic number is posed in [14, 17] . The first attempt at this problem is given in [14] , where interesting examples of graph with given circular chromatic number was constructed (although an analogue of Hajós' theorem was not found). In this paper, we use three operations to replace Hajós' sum. Among these operations, Operation 1 has already been used in [14] .
Operations that do not decrease circular chromatic number
Suppose G, G are graphs, and e = xy, e = x y are edges of G, G respectively. The Hajós' sum of G and G (with respect to e and e ) is the graph obtained from the disjoint union of G and G by deleting e and e , identifying x and x , and adding an edge that connects y and y .
Let G n denote the class of graphs with chromatic number at least n. by a set of simple rules. It is easy to see that the operations of adding vertices and edges, and identifying nonadjacent vertices do not decrease the circular chromatic number of a graph. However, the operation of taking Hajós' sum may decrease the circular chromatic number. For example, the Hajós' sum of two triangles produces a pentagon, while the triangle has circular chromatic number 3 and the pentagon has circular chromatic number 5/2.
In this section, we shall present 3 operations that do not decrease the circular chromatic number. These operations will be used to replace the Hajós' sum to construct all graphs of circular chromatic number at least k/d from copies of G
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We shall denote the resulting graph by S 1 (G 0 , e 0 , G 1 , e 1 , G 
Proof. We refer to Figure 1 for the names of the vertices. Assume to the contrary that for some r < r, there is an r -circular coloring of S 1 . Since χ c (G i ) ≥ r for each i, we conclude that f (x) ∩ f (c i ) = ∅. Assume that the two end points of f (x) are p 1 and p 2 . Since f (c 1 ) ∩ f (c 0 ) = ∅, we conclude that one of f (c 0 ), f(c 1 ) contains p 1 and the other contains p 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that
By induction, we conclude that p 2 ∈ f (c 2j ) and p 1 ∈ f (c 2j−1 ) for any j ≥ 1. In particular, p 2 ∈ f (c 2k ). So f (c 0 ) ∩ f (c 2k ) = ∅, contrary to the assumption that f is an r -coloring of S 1 .
Operation 2. Given n graphs
• delete the edges e i , for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1, • identify y i with x i+1 , for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 (here and below the sum in the indices are modulo n), • add edges to connect x i and x i+2 for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1, • add a vertex u and connect u to x i for i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n − 1.
We shall denote the resulting graph by S 2 (G 0 , e 0 , G 1 , e 1 , G 2 , e 2 , · · · , G n−1 , e n−1 ), or simply by S 2 if the graphs G i and edges e i are clear from the context. Proof. Again we refer to Figure 2 for the names of the vertices. Assume to the contrary that there is an r < r and an r -circular coloring f of
Lemma 2. If n ≥ 4 and χ
. It follows that the relative positions of the arcs f (x i ) must be as depicted in Figure 3 .
f(x n-1 )
f(x n-2 However, f (x n−1 ) must intersect f (x 0 ). The only possibility is that f (x n−1 ) goes around the circle C r to "meet" f (x 0 ) at the left end point. Therefore the union
covers all the circle C r . Now f (u) is disjoint from each of the arcs f (x i ). This is an obvious contradiction. We shall denote the resulting graph by S 3 (G 1 , e 1 , G 2 , e 2 , · · · , G 7 , e 7 ) , or simply by Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an r < r and an r -circular coloring f of S 3 .
Since
We may assume that r − r < min{δ, δ }. Otherwise, we choose an > 0 so that 0 < r − r − < min{δ, δ }, choose a point p ∈ f (y) on the circle C r , then insert a segment of length at the point p, so we obtain a circle of length r + . Let the two end points of f (y) be p, q. Since f (x i )∩f (x i+1 ) = ∅ for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, we may assume that p ∈ f (x 1 ), f(x 3 ), f(x 5 ) and q ∈ f (x 2 ), f(x 4 ). Referring to Figure 4 , we see that
If f (x 1 )∩f (x 4 ) is disjoint from f (y), then the union f (x 1 )∪f (x 4 )∪f (y) covers the whole circle which has length r . However, since f (x 1 ) ∩ f (y) has length δ > r − r , the union f (x 1 ) ∪ f (x 4 ) ∪ f (y) has length at most 3 − δ < 3 − (r − r ) < r (as r ≥ 3), which is a contradiction. Therefore f (x 1 ) ∩ f (x 4 ) is contained in f (y).
Similarly, we have f (x 2 ) ∩ f (x 5 ) = ∅ and this implies that the intersection f (x 2 ) ∩ f (x 5 ) is contained in f (y). But this is impossible, because f (x 2 ) is disjoint from f (x 1 ) and f (x 5 ) is disjoint from f (x 4 ). e i = xx i . Let G 6 be the graph obtained from G by adding the edge e 6 = x 1 x 4 and G 7 be the graph obtained from G by adding the edge e 7 
. Then G is as depicted in Figure 4 , where each shaded area is a copy of G (as G i −e i = G). Similarly as above, for each v ∈ G, we identify the different copies of v in G into a single vertex. We obtain the graph G. So G ∈ G Then G is as depicted in Figure 2 , where each shaded area represents a copy of G. Identifying the different copies of the same vertex of G into a single vertex, and u (as in Figure 2 ) with the vertex x of G, we obtain a copy of G. So G ∈ G After the submission of this paper, the author found another set of graph operations which works for 2 < k/d < 3. By that method, we need four more graph operations for the case 2 < k/d < 3 [19] .
2. A different generalization of Hajós' theorem to H-coloring was given by Nešetřil [8] . Given any graph H, a method is presented in [8] that constructs all graphs which do not admit a homomorphism to H, starting from a finite set of graphs. These operations are adding vertices and edges, identifying nonadjacent vertices and a "generalized" Hajós' sum. In particular, for any k/d ≥ 2, that method construct all graphs G with χ c (G) > k/d (note that here it is necessary to have the strict inequality), starting with a finite set of graphs. The finite set of graphs is not known explicitly and is usually a big set.
